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Introduction

Jay Carter from Tauranga Golf

Club/NZ Golf Coach

Learning comes from a variety of options, some of the best lessons can come from

those succeeding within the golfing community both inside and outside of New

Zealand. As part of the NZ Golf Case study programme we will look to create

opportunities for leaders within our industry to answer a number of questions and

share their knowledge and experiences.The opportunity is to look at the information

provided and adapt to your environment.

 

 

 

 

Tell us a little bit about yourself?

 

I grew up in Greerton then I went away and came home. I am married to Kiri with 3 daughters. I

went away to follow my golfing aspirations and work with Mal Tongue in Wellington. I spent 5-6

years with Mal Tongue and after initial improvement ended up with a case of golf burn out, I had

a bad case of the driving yips and I went from playing really good golf to struggling as to where

the ball was going to go causing real anxiety. To compound it I got really sick with Glandular

fever which my Doctor advised was basically was my body shutting down and wanting a break. I

headed back to Tauranga and recovered my health and reset my options. I was always seen as

Jay the Golfer and kind of struggled with who was I if I couldn’t play great golf?

 

At that stage I had fallen out of love with the game and I felt like a failure. I changed my focus

and started working as a personal trainer at Les Mills while still trying to play the game. I

remember playing Golf with a good mate at Gulf Harbour and he identified that I wasn’t really

into it, he was the general manager for Emirates, and he said why not move to Dubai and work as

cabin crew for a few years. 2 weeks later I was in Dubai wondering what have I just done? It was a

really cool experience and I got to see the world it took me away from golf and I grew up a bit.

After about 3.5 years with Emirates, which was an enjoyable, easy well paid job, I said to Kiri that I

have to either do this forever or move on as the easy didn’t motivate or challenge me. I didn’t

know what I wanted but I had completed some of my PGA papers while away and was still

interested in Golf as an option.

 

In 2005 I took on the club pro role at the Tauranga Golf Club, I had been thinking about what I

saw as failing in golf which sparked the internal dialogue of what I would do differently, which

had a definite impact on shaping my coaching philosophy. I decided that coaching not playing

was the pathway I wanted to take and I love it. I still play but for different reasons now.
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Conclusion

Tell us a little bit about your jobs?

 

I have two jobs, one is NZ Golf’s National coach where I look after the coaching for the talent

development programme of the country, through Junior Boys and Junior Girls Men and

Women. I am often a secondary coach as a lot of our players have a primary coach and I am there

to assist if I can and try and help out with their development. The role also encompasses working

with some of the districts and their academies I really love that age group and the aspirational

type of player. I am really proud to be involved in NZ Golf, I am seldom in the head office but

when I am there I see really good people working hard who really have a love for the game. They

actually do Love Golf.The other role is here at the Tauranga Golf Club as a club coach. I coach

from 5 year olds through to 85 year olds. I run the junior programme and take real pleasure in

getting them out playing on the course verse the instruction aspect. One group I also get real

enjoyment out of is the beginner women’s clinics we run here. I find the women way more open

to coach, they try things out and have a crack. The women enjoy the group dynamic and the

social interaction part of it.

 

How would you describe yourself as a coach?

 

Firstly I think there are 2 types of coach, in my head at least, you have instructors and you have

coaches they are both equally valuable but do different things. Instructors are very much about

swing technique and I will tell you what to do and you will do it. I would rather be a coach that

works alongside the player, which is a change for me as I grew up being coached by Mal Tongue

who is a highly technical coach. With being mentored by Wayne Smith (more about this later on)

it has definitely changed that.My philosophy now as a coach is put the human first then worry

about the competitive golfer after that, and try and do it in a fun and challenging environment

where they learn. When I had the driver yips if someone had come up to me and said what’s

going on in your life at the moment instead of worrying about my downswing things may have

been different.We have so much technology available now and we can measure everything but

we still can’t measure the human and I think that’s where we can make the biggest difference.

 

What do you see as your greatest opportunity?

 

I see one of our greatest opportunities is with the young men and women who head off to the

college system which is very much about putting the Colleges needs first verse the human

needs, in most cases not all. It would be great to have something in New Zealand that rivals the

college system overseas, by potentially partnering with a University or someone else to provide

this. Whether this is a realistic opportunity I am not sure.

 

What are you most proud of?

 

I like the fact that some people I have coached over the years who have moved on to varsity for

example, whenever they are back in town they hunt me out and we catch up for a chat. That

makes me feel like I must have had an influence away from just the golf which relates to my

philosophy of putting the human first, basically the relationship stuff the positive influences I

have had on people. However I am sure there have been negative influences because I am not

the perfect coach.There are parts of winning which are also very cool, like last month the team

winning the Astor Trophy for the first time that was a real special week and we will remember

that, but what we will truly remember is the week with people who really enjoyed being together.
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What are your biggest challenges?

 

My biggest challenges are around time management, I am off to China next week and struglgle

to balance that with what I do here at Tauranga. There are a whole lot of birthday candles that

keep popping up and I have to blow them out, but they relight!! I have the juniors, the beginner

clinics a couple of Pro players on tour and the New Zealand Golf stuff. I would love to be able to

narrow the focus I would love to just have the NZ Golf stuff to worry about.How are you

overcoming these?I am trying to make better use of my habits and reviewing the day to see how

my time was used and how I could be more efficient. It is easy to be in the middle of something

and get a call and take it because it is a pleasant distraction, or my boss. Learning is a big part of

what I do daily but it is also important to remember that learning can be an excuse and I need to

also take action. So I schedule time to do my tasks, I am certainly planning better but I am easily

distracted. I am trying things like do not disturb on my phone so I don’t know the call came.

 

What does golf look like in 10 years’ time?

 

I really like the concept of what they are doing in the Wakatipu Junior Golf club, but expanded to

those who aren’t juniors I see this as a chance to engage with the newer golfing generation. I was

just doing the starting at Tauranga and there were guys there with their shirts out, wearing

shorts and here I am sitting in the clubrooms with my cap on. These are changes that are starting

to happen.We need to really engage in the community aspect of a club we need to tie in the

community feel and being a proud member of whatever golf club you belong to. A place where

you go to feel happy. Instead it just being a place to play golf I would love it to be a place to hang

out.I would be a real fan of merging sport clubs to create that wider community, rugby, cricket

and football etc.

 

What have you read or who has influenced you as a person and a leader? And what was the

key learning?

 

I met David Galbraith at a NZ Golf event where he came in for an 8.30pm session, I remember

thinking who brings in a sports psychologist this late I will be asleep soon. At midnight we had to

call the session to an end so David could drive home, it was at this time I thought here is my

missing link. David and I catch up regularly he is an amazing human, he calls me out regularly

and has shaped me as a person and a coach, he is a great friend and I am blessed to have him in

my network. I remember in 2013 a discussion we had regarding the need for a mentor and I gave

him a few names from within Golf circles he said they were too comfortable and you knew them

too well and weren’t scary enough. The next day I sent an email to Wayne Smith at the Chiefs, DG

was with the Chiefs at that time but I certainly didn’t want to leverage of that. I sent the email to a

generic chiefs email address stating that they most probably get lots of these but outlined what I

wanted and thanked them. Next morning at 7am there was a response from Wayne Smith asking

me to get my stuff together to meet at a café at 9am that Friday for a coffee. We chatted for 4

hours and he has been my mentor ever since, what I love about it is it’s certainly not a structured

relationship it is as needed and sometimes an email will elicit a “lets catch up in person”

response and we will get together. This year I spent a week with Wayne in Tokyo in the pre-

season for the Kobe Steelers the 3 things I observed about Wayne where, 1 He truly loves people 2

He holds himself to very high standards that aren’t imposed on anyone else, but by the virtue of

him doing them you don’t feel you have to but you aspire to do them 3 Loves learning he has an

unbelievable love of learning, at 63 he still loves learning and I remember sharing a podcast with

him that I thought related to what he had been doing and he listened with intent pausing the

podcast and making notes. And certainly not lastly Kiri my wife, what is interesting is that all 3

have very similar traits but in different ways. Kiri Loves people, also holds herself to very high

standards and is currently training to be a social worker and is enjoying the challenge of the

learning and relishing it. I am away a lot with my job and she understands this and supports me

with this.
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